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For many people, featured B&B is a strange term but it has actually been existed 
for years in Taiwan.  Unlike normal simple-purposed accommodations, it integrates 
more business atmosphere and local cultures.  Due to this opportunity, originally 
vulnerable or periphery-located communities can become the strength to resist the 
trends through preserving group memories, re-constructing ethnical histories and 
reappearing local cultures. 
This research will be divided into three parts.  First part includes the overview of 
the published research articles and recent reports about the current status of domestic 
and overseas B&B business so as to discover the characteristics and extend the types 
and differences of featured B&B.  Second part includes the most popular Chingjing 
area in Nantou County of Taiwan as the research subject so as to find different B&B 
with totally different features in that area for survey and to completely portray the 
meaning of featured B&B.  In the last part, former researches’ results will be applied 
at the B&B in other new cultural origins so as to prove the results of this research. 
For the research, the keys if the features B&B can be operated with tourists’ 
satisfaction and expectation will be found.  The surrounding issues include not only 
the basic accommodation requirements of safety, tidiness and comfort but also the 
uniqueness of the emphasized the characteristics of basement location, the architectural 
style in appearance, structures of the rooms, the characteristics of communities’ 
industries, charms of the masters and the delicious food and beverage.  All these 
mentioned are the materials used to create B&B’s unique features.  What has been 
concerned by the researcher is the connection between the architectural style in 
appearances and the structures of the rooms so as to interpret the local reactions related 
to the architectural designs and cultures.  Discussions and analysis of types and 
meanings will be sorted out so as to clarify the effective responses from the image 
message of designs and contexts.  Cultural subjectivity of the design itself can then be 
accessed.  The operation and method of the design will be mutually cross-certified so 
as to highlight the self-evidence of regional cultures and cumulate the precipitation of 
the design cultures.  In the end, the practical processes prepared in advance will then 
support the real operations in the future. 
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民宿的发展完全笼罩在商业的行  图1.01 公主小妹民宿遭辛乐克台风重创                   
                                                        
1 于 1.4 節敍述。 
2 于 1.4 節敍述。 
3 主要針對具有特殊興趣的遊客提供之住宿設施，包含有民宿(B&B establishments)、小型家庭旅館和遊
客之家(guesthouses and tourist homes)、鄉村旅店(country inns)、豪華住宅和宅邸(stately homes and 
mansions)、鄉村別墅和小屋(country cottages and cabins)、農莊(farms)、觀光牧場(dude ranches)、荒野和
自然的居所 (wilderness and nature retreats)、精緻旅店和旅館 (boutique inns and hotels)、船屋
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